
We provide both onsite and remote data

collection, ensuring thorough and secure

data acquisition.

FORENSIC DATA
COLLECTIONS

Utilizing industry-leading platforms such as

Nuix, RelativityOne, Server, and Reveal, our

services are designed to cater to diverse

data processing needs.

FULL-SCALE DATA
PROCESSING AND HOSTING

Before review, we apply sophisticated tools

to extract critical insights, enhancing

efficiency and precision.

ADVANCED DATA ANALYTICS
FOR ECA & CULLING

We support remote and onsite review,

powered by robust production and project

management strategies, ensuring an

effective review process.

MANAGED DOCUMENT
REVIEW

INNOVATIVE EDISCOVERY SOLUTIONS

Our commitment to revolutionizing eDiscovery is embodied in our Amplify suite – an array of award-

winning discovery tools that seamlessly integrate into your current workflow. Our team, comprised

of industry veterans and subject matter experts, employs these innovative tools to craft bespoke

solutions. These solutions are designed to yield powerful results, aligning precisely with our clients'

unique requirements and enhancing their legal outcomes without disrupting established procedures.

Lineal's eDiscovery services are crafted to provide comprehensive support throughout the 

discovery process:

COMPREHENSIVE EDISCOVERY SERVICES 

eDiscovery
& Managed
Services



Our managed services reflect the pinnacle of technological advancement in the legal industry. 

Lineal offers:

MANAGED SERVICES: SCALABLE,
ADVANCED, AND EXPERT-LED

We redefine eDiscovery by combining cutting-edge technology with unparalleled expertise. Our

tailored approach ensures that each project is handled with meticulous care and precision, offering

seamless integration with existing systems. Our clients benefit from our vast array of technological

capabilities, comprehensive support, and the extensive knowledge of our industry experts. By

partnering with Lineal, you acquire a strategic ally committed to enhancing your legal outcomes,

optimizing workflows, and driving success in all your eDiscovery endeavors.

UNPARALLELED EXPERTISE

We provide thorough training and support,

ensuring our clients can fully leverage our

technology and expertise.

COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING
AND SUPPORT

Clients have access to the latest tools

in legal tech, ensuring they stay at the

forefront of eDiscovery.

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Clients benefit from the extensive

experience and knowledge of our Lineal

team, comprised of seasoned industry

professionals.

EXPERT TEAM ACCESS

Our services are designed to adapt

and scale according to client-specific

requirements, ensuring flexibility and

responsiveness.

SCALABILITY TO MEET
VARIED DEMANDS

Flexible software solutions tailored to meet

the unique needs of our clientele.

SOFTWARE OWNERSHIP OR
LICENSING OPTIONS

Email: info@lineal.com
Site: www.lineal.com

LINEAL
Data-focused discovery


